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LASTmonth, Penny set up her network so that
Windows clients could use her Linux-based server

as a Domain Controller and access file and printer shares it
hosted. The data on Penny’s server is now accessible to other
machines on her network.

This month, she will address the issue of preserving that
data in the event of disk failure. She will select a backup
product and implement a strategy.

This month’s article is different from previous articles in
that all of the advice up to this point has applied more-or-less
equally well to Linux on zSeries or S/390 implementations,
although it has been written from a Linux/x86 perspective.
This month, I will address how you would implement a backup
solution from scratch. However, this is almost certainly not
what you really want to do (although the solution presented
works fine under Linux/390). Backups are vital to your business,
and you do not want to have to maintain two discrete backup
systems if you can avoid it.

Fortunately, it seems that most vendors of mainframe backup
products have Linux/390 versions. If your backup vendor does
not have a Linux/390 version, or does not provide adequate sup-
port for your environment, I urge you to lean on your vendor to
improve the situation. (For example, the Tivoli Storage
Manager server for VM is astonishingly back-level, and the
Linux client requires installing some back-level system libraries
on recent Linux/390 distributions.)

Ice Floe Housing is a low-budget organization. Penny can-
not afford to implement IBM Tivoli Storage Manager or its
equivalent. Instead, she is going to look for a free alternative.
Her criteria are that the backup process be reliable, easy to
automate, and capable of file-level backup and restore.

UNIX LOW-LEVEL BACKUP TOOLS

The Unix world has traditionally relied on three programs
to do backup and restore: dump (and its converse, restore), tar

(“Tape ARchive”) and cpio (“CoPy I/O”). Dump typically
handles volume-level dump-and-restore functions. tar handles
files, but it did not originally cope well with special files
(such as named pipes or device nodes). cpio was designed to
overcome tar’s limitations. Dump should never be used on
mounted file systems under modern Linux kernels (2.4.x), as
the buffer cache and page cache for the file system are not
coherent, and it becomes startlingly easy to corrupt a file
system when attempting to restore an archive created with
dump. However, Linux has always used GNU tar, which
understands device files quite well. Under Linux, tar and cpio
do roughly the same job; I have always been more comfort-
able with tar’s syntax, but your mileage may vary.

Many sites existed — and still exist — that performed
backups with a combination of tar or cpio and rsh.
Effectively, one does a remote login to another system,
archives the data, and sends it back over the connection to an
archive file or device. (Remember that under Unix and its
derivatives, everything is a file: A device is merely a special
kind of file.) Modern versions of this use rsync, and perhaps
use ssh rather than rsh to provide transport-layer security.
Performing your backups this way gives you the advantage of
knowing exactly what the backup system is doing. The
downsides are that this requires you to do a substantial
amount of shell programming, and to make the system
flexible, you will eventually need to create some sort of
configuration file and parser for it, rather than hardwiring
what machine gets backed up where and when. Penny rejects
this approach because it is too labor-intensive, and there is a
better alternative for her: Amanda.

AMANDA

Amanda is the Advanced Maryland Automated Network
Disk Archiver; its homepage is at www.amanda.org, and the
most recent version can be found at http://sourceforge.net/
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projects/amanda. Amanda is, essentially, the
wrapper you would write for tar plus rsh if
you only had the time. It implements a flex-
ible control syntax and a protocol for easily
doing incremental backups and restores,
and performs its actual archiving by using
tar on each host it backs up. The current
version of Amanda is 2.4.3, although your
distribution may still include 2.4.2p2.
Version 2.4.3 has significantly better support
for tape changers and allows backups to
media other than magnetic tape. Amanda
and its source code are available under the
terms of the BSD license, and can be mod-
ified and given away or sold, as long as
original attribution is preserved intact.

Amanda is designed as a Unix program;
however, because it is Open Source, it is
possible to design Amanda clients for a
wide variety of platforms. Sine Nomine
Associates has been working on a VM
Amanda client (for CMS minidisks only, at
this point); interested readers are invited to
contact us at info@sinenomine.net and
inquire whether it is ready for testing.

Amanda’s major limitation is that it does
not natively handle archives spanning multiple
tapes. However, Linux supports the “chio”
program, which provides an interface to
tape changers, and it is usually possible,
with a small amount of shell scripting, to
teach Amanda how to employ a tape chang-
er for large backups. UTS Global’s
Distributed Tape Subsystem, although not
free and not Open Source, is reasonably
priced and works very well indeed with
Amanda. Amanda also does not provide any
transport-layer security — files are transmit-
ted in cleartext. A future version is expected
to provide support for transport over ssh, to
enable protection of data in transit.

PENNY’S BACKUP
CONFIGURATION

Penny has decided that her backup
solution will be based on Amanda. The
first thing she needs to do is to acquire a
backup device. Obviously, choosing a
backup device is a fundamental necessity,
and the right device depends strongly on
the characteristics of the network that is
being backed up.

It is my general feeling that currently, the
best value for the money is to buy a used
DLT drive from eBay or a local used equip-
ment reseller. If you can find a drive with a
warranty, all the better. Prices on eBay seem

to range from $100 to $300 or so, while a
new DLT is somewhere in the $1,000 range.
You can acquire older DDS-2 drives for free
or nearly free, but the small size of DDS
cartridges (4GB for the DDS-2 cartridge)
makes them less attractive. Last week, I
purchased an 80GB disk for $106. (This
means that by the time you read this,
100GB for $100 ought to be on the expen-
sive side.) Amanda 2.4.3 — in late beta at
the time of this writing, but likely to be
released by press date — allows you to back
up to files as well as tapes. This would make
it is possible to configure Amanda to work
with CD-R (or, presumably, writeable
DVD) as a storage medium.

At any rate, let us assume that Penny has
acquired a 15GB DLT drive with a sufficient
number of tapes and has the appropriate SCSI
interface in her server machine to drive it. She
has installed Amanda from the RPM in her
SuSE distribution (SLES for S/390 and
zSeries also includes the Amanda RPMs;
built-in tape support for S/390 is, however,
very rudimentary). She could also have down-
loaded it from http://amanda.sourceforge.net
and built it from source. Had she gone this
route, she would have needed to follow the
instructions included with Amanda because
the Amanda package requires its own
userid, and she would have needed to create
the appropriate entry in /etc/passwd for the
Amanda user. This user is already present in
her SuSE distribution. She also might have
needed to put the Amanda protocol ports in
/etc/services; they are also present in the
SuSE distribution.

Amanda also uses three entries in
/etc/inetd.conf to run the backup client and
the tape indexing function on demand.
Because Penny installed Amanda from
RPMs, these changes were made for her as
part of the RPM installation script. If she
had compiled Amanda from source, she
would have needed to create these entries
herself, as explained in the documentation.

Amanda uses the non-rewinding interface
to the tape; simply put, Amanda treats the
tape as a purely sequential storage medium,
and never backtracks while writing any par-

ticular tape. The first SCSI tape device on a
Linux/x86 system is /dev/st0, and its non-
rewinding counterpart is /dev/nst0. Thus,
Penny will use /dev/nst0 as the name of her
tape device. The “mt” tools (also installable
from RPM) provide a series of user-level
commands that allow you to manipulate the
tape device.

At this point, Penny has both the Amanda
server and client installed on server.icefloe-
housing.com. Now she needs to configure
Amanda to talk to her tape hardware.

AMANDA CONFIGURATION: PART I
— TALKING TO THE HARDWARE

Because of the structure of Amanda, the
first thing Penny needs to do — rather
unintuitively — is name her backup set. She
decides to call the set of daily backups she
does “ifh”, for “Ice Floe Housing.” Then she
logs in as root, issues the command “su -
amanda” to become the Amanda user, and
changes to the /etc/amanda directory. Here
she issues the command “mkdir ifh” and then
changes into it. (Note that she should have
the permissions to do this: SuSE installs
Amanda with the correct file ownership.)

Next, Penny will copy /etc/amanda/
example/amanda.conf into the current
directory and edit it to reflect her setup. For
right now, she will skip all of the backup
parameters at the top of the file and go straight
to the hardware definition at the end. The
example configuration file already contains an
entry for a 15GB DLT drive, as shown in
Figure 1. This looks like it should be sufficient
(if Penny knows that the tape is capable of
going faster, or that the filemark should be
shorter, she can change it). Now she will
decide on a backup policy, and modify the top
of the file to implement the policy.

SPECIFYING A BACKUP POLICY

Earlier, I simply said that Penny had “a
sufficient number” of tapes. In fact, she only
has 12, because DLT tapes are expensive.
With that in mind, she is going to implement
a two-week, weekdays-only backup policy,
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define tapetype DEC-DLT2000 {
comment “DEC Differential Digital Linear Tape 2000”
length 15000 mbytes
filemark 8 kbytes
speed 1250 kbytes

}

FIGURE 1: 15GB DLT DRIVE DEFINITION IN AMANDA.CONF 
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with two tapes left over for extra dumps in
case of errors. Amanda automatically sched-
ules full and incremental backups.

The next question facing Penny is what
directories to back up. She decides that even
though there are no user accounts on her
gateway machine, she still wants to back up
/var/log. That way, if her system is cracked,
she will have backups of the logs and may be
able to use them in a forensic analysis.
However, since there is no other volatile data
on the gateway machine, in the event of a
serious problem, she is not going to bother to
restore it; instead, she will just wipe its disks
and reinstall the operating system. Note that
she is therefore creating a backup set that
will never be used to restore the system —
the purpose of backing up her firewall
machine is purely to provide her with untam-
pered log files in the event of a break-in.

Nothing on the laptop or desktop needs to
be backed up: The stated office policy is “if
it is important, it belongs on the server.”
Therefore, there is only one more machine
to back up — the server — and Penny does
not want to back up all of it.

There are two obvious locations to back
up: /home and /var. /home contains all user
information, and is therefore the most
important thing to back up. /var will contain
mail spools (although, since the backup is
performed only once a day, up to 24 hours
of mail could be lost in the event of failure),
as well as system log files. Having these
archived can be an extremely useful aid for
forensics in the event that the system is
cracked and the log files are tampered with
in an effort to hide the intruder’s tracks.

Last month, two new top-level directories
were used as file shares in Samba: /shared
and /repository. Both directories need to be
backed up as well. Penny installs local
applications underneath /usr/local, so she
will also back up all of /usr/local. The
system configuration files mostly live in
/etc, so that is worth saving. The rest of the
system — the filesystem root, /usr, /bin,
/sbin, /lib, and so on — are all installed with
the distribution and are basically read-only
from that point on. Should they become cor-
rupted, Penny would rather reinstall from
her distribution medium. Thus, she is not
going to back them up. She will only back
up site-specific data. This is clearly a policy
choice, motivated largely by the fact that
Penny does not have much backup storage
available. If she had oodles of tape, back-
ing up files that never change and can

easily be reinstalled from scratch might
make sense, because it would take less
time to restore the entire system from
backup than to reinstall the system and
then restore the backups.

AMANDA CONFIGURATION: PART II
— IMPLEMENTING THE POLICY

Now Penny returns to the amanda.conf
file. She needs to change the file parts, as
shown in Figure 2. This specifies that her

organization name is “icefloehousing” and
that mail regarding Amanda’s function
should go to amanda@icefloehousing.com.
Penny should probably also set up
/etc/mail/aliases so that the Amanda mailing
address comes to her mailbox as well. The
dump cycle, as discussed, is two weeks with
10 runs, one per weekday. DLT tape will be
used, and tape labels will be of the form
“ifh”, two digits, and then any-or no-text.

The holding disk — Amanda’s spool area
— is defined to be in /var/lib/amanda/dumps.
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org “icefloehousing”
mailto amanda@icefloehousing.com
dumpcycle 2 weeks
runspercycle 10
#rawtapedev /dev/nst0
tapetype “DEC-DLT2000”
labelstr “^ifh[0-9][0-9]*$”

holdingdisk hd1 {
comment “main holding disk”
directory “/var/lib/amanda/dumps” # where the holding disk is     use -500 Mb

# how much space can we use on it
# a non-positive value means:
#        use all space but that value

chunksize 99Mb # size of chunk if you want big dump to be
# dumped on multiple files on holding disks
#  N Kb/Mb/Gb split images in chunks of size N
#             The maximum value should be
#             (MAX_FILE_SIZE - 1Mb)
#  0          same as INT_MAX bytes

}
#   exclude list “/usr/local/lib/amanda/exclude.gtar”
# This is found in the root-tar dumptype definition
define dumptype comp-user-tar-exclude {

comp-user-tar
exclude list “/var/lib/amanda/ifh/exclude”

}
define interface eth0 {

comment “100 Mbps ethernet”
use 8000 kbps

}

FIGURE 2: EXCERPTS FROM ICE FLOE HOUSING’S AMANDA.CONF FILE 

firewall.icefloehousing.com /var/log {
comp-user-tar

}
server.icefloehousing.com /home {

comp-user-tar
}

server.icefloehousing.com /shared {
comp-user-tar

}
server.icefloehousing.com /repository {

comp-user-tar
}

server.icefloehousing.com /usr/local {
comp-user-tar

}
server.icefloehousing.com /etc {

comp-user-tar
}

server.icefloehousing.com /var {
comp-user-tar-exclude

}
server.icefloehousing.com /var/lib/amanda/dumps {

comp-user-tar
holdingdisk no

}

FIGURE 3: PENNY’S DISKLIST 
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It can use all but 500MB of the disk partition
that holds it, and large dumps will be broken
into 99MB fragments.

The existing exclude list statement in the
root-tar definition is commented out,
because that file does not exist in the SuSE
Amanda installation.

This network is Fast Ethernet, so the
speed of the network has been increased by
a factor of 10 from the default, which is
assumed to be 10BaseT.

This will still take some further configu-
ration: Notably, Penny intends to back up
/var, but she obviously cannot back it up and
use the holding disk, because then she will
get into an infinite regress of spooling the
very file she is trying to back up.

That is what the new dumptype definition
handles. Amanda already defines several
dump types. Penny is going to use comp-user-
tar as her usual dump type: It compresses
the files it backs up and uses GNU tar as its
archive program. The “user” in the name
means that it applies to user filesystems,
and therefore is treated as higher priority
than root filesystems.

Next, Penny needs to create /var/lib/
amanda/ifh/exclude. It contains the following
single line:

/var/lib/amanda/dumps

Now, when the /var directory is backed up,
the holding disk will not be, so there will be
no recursion problem.

Finally, Penny needs to create her
disklist. This simply states which disk
partitions are to be backed up, and looks
like Figure 3.

That is all there is to it. The first five disk
partitions are backed up as normal filesys-
tems. /var is backed up except for any files
referred to in its exclude list, which is
precisely /var/lib/amanda/dumps. That
directory, which is the holding disk, is
backed up, but with no holding disk used
(therefore, a backup attempt in which no
tape was mounted would simply fail).

PUTTING AMANDA INTO
PRODUCTION

First, Penny must create the tape set
where she will be storing the back up. This
is a matter of logging in as the Amanda
user, sitting in front of the tape drive,
inserting the first tape, and typing “amla-
bel ifh ifh00”, then “eject /dev/nst0”.
Next, she will insert the second tape, type

“amlabel ifh ifh01”, and eject it. Lather,
rinse and repeat.

Once she is done, she will have 12
labeled tapes, which will be the storage set
for the ifh backup cycle.

Next, she should automate the procedure.
She usually quits working by 2 a.m., so she
will schedule the backup to kick off at 2
a.m. on weekdays. While she is setting up
the scheduler, she wants to make the tape
eject at 6:55 a.m., so that it is out of the
drive by the time she gets to the office.
Finally, at 4 p.m. she wants to make sure
that there is a tape in the drive, so that if
there isn’t, she will get an email warning
before she goes home for the day.

She types “crontab -e” to edit the cron
table that specifies what tasks are run and
when. Then she adds the lines shown in
Figure 4.

The first field, as you have probably fig-
ured out, is “minute.” The next is “hour.”
The stars in the next two fields mean “any
day of the month” and “any month of the
year.” The next field is “days one through
five of the week,” Monday being Day 1, and
the last field is the command. The first runs
the dump command; the second runs the
eject command, and “amcheck” checks to
make sure that the appropriate tape is inserted
and that all machines on the backup list can
be contacted. If any problems are found,
amcheck will send a warning message to the
mail contact listed in amanda.conf.

At this point, Penny is all set up. She sim-
ply needs to put the first tape in the drive
and wait until the next morning. She will
arrange the tapes in order on a shelf, so that
she can take the tape from the drive and put

it on the right end of the tape row, and then
take the tape on the left end and put it in the
drive. She has an automated backup proce-
dure that she can perform even before she
has her morning coffee!

RESTORING FROM BACKUP

Penny should test the files she has
backed to ensure that she can restore them
from her backups. Amanda provides two
programs to make this possible: amrecover
and amrestore.
Amrestore is cruder; effectively, you speci-
fy an entire backup target to restore. For
example, if Penny wished to restore all of
the files from server’s /repository directory,
she would type the following:

amrestore /dev/nst0 server /repository

Amrecover gives you file-level restore
capabilities, with an ftp-like interface. If
Penny wished to recover /etc/hosts, she
would type something similar to the
sequence of commands shown in Figure 5.
As usual, the manual pages are invaluable
for understanding more fully how the file
restoration clients operate.

BACKING UP WINDOWS SHARES

You can also back up files accessible via
SMB using Amanda. Let’s say that Penny
has an application on desktop.icefloehous-
ing.com that must run from its local directory,
so she cannot put its files on the server.
Here’s how she would back it up.

On desktop.icefloehousing.com, she
needs to create a user named “backup”
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0 2 * * 1-5 /usr/sbin/amdump ifh
55 6 * * 1-5 /bin/eject /dev/nst0
00 16 * * 1-5 /usr/sbin/amcheck ifh

FIGURE 4: CRONTAB FILE CONTROLLING AMANDA COMMANDS 

amrecover
sethost server
setdisk /etc
lcd /etc
add hosts
extract
quit

server.icefloehousing.com //desktop/BADAPP1 {
user-tar

}

FIGURE 6: DISKLIST ENTRY TO BACK UP A SAMBA SHARE FROM AMANDA

FIGURE 5: SAMPLE SET OF COMMANDS TO RECOVER SERVER:/ETC/HOSTS FROM BACKUP 
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with administrator privileges (the backup
client must be able to both read and write
to the disk it is backing up). She sets a
password for it as she would for any other
user. Then she needs to select the directo-
ry she wants backed up and enable it for
sharing, and give the backup user full
control over it. Let’s say that she calls the
share BADAPP1.

Next, she needs to go into Amanda’s
disklist and add the information shown in
Figure 6. Now Amanda will use the smb-
client program (which must be installed) to
access the BADAPP1 share on desktop.ice-
floehousing.com, and will back it up like
any other file system. However, Amanda
has to know the password for the Windows
machine also. This is done by creating a file
/etc/amandapass on the Amanda server. Its
contents are:

//desktop/BADAPP1backup%password

Unfortunately, this means that the password
is stored in cleartext on the Amanda server.
If you are not averse to using the Cygwin
package — which provides a POSIX shell
and many familiar Unix tools — for
Windows, you can get Amanda running as a
native Win32 client: www.cli.di.unipi.it/
~enrico/amanda-cyg/amanda-cyg-howto.htm
contains a tutorial.

CONCLUSION

This month, Penny decided on Amanda
as her network backup system. She installed
it, defined a backup policy, and implemented
it, and now has a working backup cycle, so
in the event of disaster, she will lose at most
one day’s worth of work.

As this article was extremely long,
Penny is exhausted. She will therefore be
taking a break next month to rest and
recuperate. In her place, Penny’s nerdy
German cousin, Pfennig, will demonstrate
how to set up a Debian Linux/390 system
on Hercules, an Open Source S/370,
S/390, and zSeries emulator. Pfennig will
also point out resources that you can use
to install working — if somewhat out-
moded — versions of MVS and VM on
that platform (IBM did not feel the need
to assert its copyright up through MVS
3.8j and VM/370r6, so those operating
systems are freely available).

When Penny returns the following
month, she will look at electronic mail,
and install and configure an SMTP server

and an IMAP server. Space permitting,
she will address mailing list software as
well, so she can easily reach her customer
base (do not worry: Penny’s email mar-
keting will be strictly opt-in) and provide
an email-based discussion forum for her
customers.  
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